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 I am proud to announce that the release date of my latest book has been pushed back. The previously scheduled May release
date will now be available in August. I owe an apology to those who have already pre-ordered the book, and hope that you will
continue to support me through this situation. As always, I am doing my best to complete the work, and would like to thank all
of you who have been supportive through this. There are three prequel books to the X-Men franchise and based on the synopsis

that I have read for all three, I would highly recommend that people pick them up, if they haven't already. The first is
Wolverine: Origins, which is scheduled for release in August. It tells the origin story of Wolverine and explains how he got his
scar and his powers. After that comes Wolverine: Alpha Flight, which is out in June, and then there is Wolverine: The Manga,

out in July. Hopefully this series is as good as I think it will be.I've posted some teaser images below. I would also like to
announce that since the release of Wolverine: Alpha Flight, I will be launching a website devoted to Wolverine comics. This will
include a news section, updated release date of books, and so forth. The website will be called "Wolverine.cstm" and is available

at I am also launching a Twitter account at "twitter.com/wolverin_cstm" for updates on the site and you can follow me there.
Please feel free to give me your feedback as well. Now that I have my final release date I will be spending a lot more time

reading and editing the book, and hope that you can all hold out a little longer for the final product. Again, I apologize for the
delay and thanks for your continued support. Just wanted to let you know I've finished reading all the synopses for the X-Men
movies.I thought it was better to wait a little longer to give it a little more time. Hopefully the X-Men movies will be just as
good. Greetings. My name is Fred Beardsley and I just signed a contract to write a comic book. That's right, my career has

started. I just finished reading all the X-Men comics and came to the conclusion that I really don't have anything to say. Most of
them have already been said or are being said again. So I 82157476af
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